How to Ride Local-Line Buses

1. Take a numbered ticket (called “Seiki-In-Bu”) from the machine when getting on the bus.
   If you notice that number of tickets (“Seiki-In”) are not issued on Kanazawa Loop Buses and Kanazawa Flat Buses. Simply get on these buses without hiding a ticket.

2. Pay the fare when getting on the bus. The numbered ticket shows the bus stop where you get on, and is required to pay the fare.
   *Only Kanazawa Flat Buses, pay the fare when you get off.

3. After your stop is announced and shown on the display at the front of the bus, press the Request Stop button to let the driver know that you will get off at the next stop.
   The button will light up.

4. Confirm the fare shown on the display.
   The child fare for elementary school students (ages 6-12) is half the adult fare, rounded up to the nearest 10 yen.

5. When getting off, put both the fare and the numbered ticket in the fare box next to the driver.
   Change is not given, please use the change machine to get the exact fare in the box.
   ¥1000, ¥500, and ¥1000 bills cannot be used.

Using the ONE DAY PASS
(with usable service area)
When getting off, put the numbered ticket in the fare box and show your PASS to the driver.
*When boarding a Kanazawa Flat Bus, show the date on the pass to the driver.

Kanazawa Loop Bus
(Left Loop)
Hour of service: 8:35am to 6:05pm
Running every 15min.

Kanazawa Loop Bus
(Right Loop)
Hour of service: 8:35am to 6:05pm
Running every 15min.

Kanazawa City ONE DAY PASS

The ONE DAY PASS can be used on the buses below. ONE DAY PASS holders can get a discount at establishments marked with a diamond ( местечко). The ONE DAY PASS is not available for sale on buses.

- Can Be Used on These Bus Lines:

Kanazawa Loop Bus
(Left Loop)

Kanazawa Loop Bus
(Right Loop)

Local-Line Bus

Kanazawa Flat Bus

Please note that additional buses are used for bus runs outside the specified routes. 
(For example, when using buses outside the ONE DAY PASS area)

- When boarding a local bus, take a numbered ticket.
- Set on using the rear door, and get off at the front.

ONE DAY PASS
(Hop on hop off-1day)
Adults ¥800 Children ¥400

Kanazawa Flat Bus

The THE ONE DAY PASS is a great way
To enjoy sightseeing in Kanazawa!

Kanazawa City ONE DAY PASS

Adults ¥800 Children ¥400

Available in Digital and Paper Versions!

Explore Kanazawa for Just ¥800!
Kanazawa Bus Route Map

Multiple passes or transferable cards, such as Suica, ICOCA, and PASMO, are accepted all buses and Kanazawa Flat Buses (Sakuramori and Nagamachi frauds).
Note: Public transportation cards cannot be used on other buses.
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Kanazawa Loop Bus
(Right Loop)

Kanazawa Flat Bus
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